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Part 1
Quantum Measurements
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Quantum Measurement
・When we execute an measurement on a quantum system, 

ordinarily the original state is destroyed 
・An example: spin measurement,  wave function collapse

・We want to measure an system without destroying quantum state
Ø von Neumann’s measurement model
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von Neumann measurement model
・Prepare another system called Probe or pointer :
・The measured system and the probe is interacted
Ø The interaction Hamiltonian has the form like that

where      is an observable of the system,
is a canonical variable of the probe

・Whole system                                             
・ evolves with time as: 
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Some assumptions
・For simplicity, we prepared the probe as a Gaussian in 

representation:

・The system is  supposed to be separable with eigenstates of      :  

・Under such a situation, we measure 
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The final state
・ If the interaction time        is enough small,

・Then,

・The result is an mixture of Gaussians
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The Probability density  
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・The probability density of          is

・ If            is much smaller than the difference of  
Ø We will detect the value       with probability
・ If            is much bigger than all of  
ØThe mean value is 
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An example
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�P・ is small (�P = 0.1)
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An example
・ is big
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Weak measurements
・We select the initial state and the final state of the system:

these operations are called preselection, postselection
・Then, measurements are done:
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Weak measurements
・The result:
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Weak value
・We define weak value as:

・Then

・ If we measure          , we know 
・The meaning of         is not trivial, controversing
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Part 2
Review Of The Paper
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Introduction
・This paper suggest a brand-new interferometer using weak 

measurement
・As a pointer, they use polarized photons
・The measured system is the path of the photon

(in detail, I will explain later)
・Note: this method execute preselection and postselection, but 

doesn‘t use the weak value!
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Notation
・Suppose we want to measure a two-level system

・We use photons as the pointer:
is the horizontal polarization state,
is the vertical polarization state

・Other representation of polarizations:
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|0i, |1i
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|+i = (|Hi+ |V i)/
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|Li = (|Hi � i|V i)/
p
2
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Polarization states
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A brand-new method
・Preparing the initial state of the pointer as

・We take the initial and the final state of the system as before:

・Now, consider a new Unitary operator

・ is the signal what we want to measure and amplify by weak 
measurement
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Assumptions
・ In this case, the final state is

・Ordinary,               , so in the first order
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How to detect the signal
・Then, the final state of the pointer is

・Using this, we extract the signal      by calculating

・The postselection probability is
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Amplification factor
・Suppose

・ If we take                                    ,

so the amplification factor is

・With recently technology, we can reach h~103
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Trade-off of the postselection probability
・ on the other hand, the postselection probability is

・There is a trade-off between 
ØThe amplification of the signal 
ØThe postselection probability 
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of Weak Measurements Amplification based Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory
(WMA-LIGO). BS: beam splitter, PBS: polarizing beam splitter, PRM: power recycle mirror, HWP: half wave plate, QWP:
quarter wave plate, TM: test mass, D: detector. The coe�cient of reflection and transmission of BS1 and BS2 are r1, t1 and
r2, t2 respectively. Power recycle is realized by PRM1 and PRM2 with same reflectivity. QWPs in the two arms are fixed at
⇡/4 and QWP, HWP, PBS2, D1, D2 constitute a polarization analyzer.

Bloch sphere. Note that the order of operation on the sys-
tem and the pointer after weak interaction in fact does
not change the final probability since that the system and
the pointer are two independent degree of freedom.

Weak measurements amplification based gravitational-

wave detector. The Fig. 1 shows the schematic dia-
gram of Weak Measurements Amplification based Laser
Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (WMA-
LIGO). The WMA-LIGO, which operates on a di↵erent
theoretical basis, keeps the key feature of LIGO i.e., two
orthogonal arms . The similar configuration makes the
future possible upgrade on the LIGO is feasible.

The WMA-LIGO consists of five parts i.e., laser source,
initial state preparation, signal collection, signal am-
plification and signal detection. The laser source pro-
duces stabilized photons in the linear polarization state
|+i = (|Hi + |V i)/

p
2. The initial state preparation is

fulfilled by the beam splitter (BS1). The state of pho-
tons, after passing through the BS1, becomes

| iiSP = | iiS ⌦ |+iP = (r1|downi+ t1|upi)⌦ |+iP ,
(12)

where r1, t1 are coe�cients of reflection and transmission
of the BS1 satisfying |r1|2+|t1|2 = 1 and |upi, |downi rep-
resent path state of up arm and down arm respectively.
The photons, which fly along path of up arm, enters a

modified polarizing Michelson interferometer (PMI) that
used for signal collection. The modified PMI, which con-
sists of a polarizing beam splitter (PBS1), two quarter
wave plates (QWP) and four test masses, outputs the
state of photons (|Hi+ ei✓|V i)/

p
2 when the input state

is (|Hi + |V i)/
p
2 with ✓ is the phase signal to be mea-

sured. The function of QWP, which is fixed at ⇡/4, is
to transform polarization state |Hi and |V i into its or-
thogonal state |V i and |Hi respectively when photons
pass through it twice. Hence the transmitted photons
with the state |Hi is converted by QWP to the state
|V i , which is reflected by the PBS1, and the reflected
photons with the state |V i is converted to the state |Hi
by the other QWP and is thus transmitted by the PBS1
such that the photons will not come out from the input
port. The interaction of weak measurements is fulfilled
when photons comes out of PMI with state

| f iSP = r1|downi ⌦ |+i+ t1|upi ⌦ (|Hi+ ei✓|V i)/
p
2.

(13)
The process of signal amplification, which depends on
post-selection, can be fulfilled by the BS2 with coe�-
cients of reflection and transmission are r2 and t2, which
satisfy |r2|2 + |t2|2 = 1. The post-selection is completed
when we focus only on the photons comes out from the

|downi

|upi

Weak Measurements Amplification-LIGO
・Basically the same as the ordinary

Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer
・Using linearly polarized laser
・The system:           and 

representing two paths
・The initial state of 

the system:

・The initial state of the pointer:
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|+i
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r2, t2
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Polarization of photons in the MI
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・PBS1:         is transmitted,
is reflected

・QWP: if photons passes it twice,
It converts

Ø →
Ø →
・All photons go to the signal port

3

TM1
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PBS1

QWPPRM1

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of Weak Measurements Amplification based Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory
(WMA-LIGO). BS: beam splitter, PBS: polarizing beam splitter, PRM: power recycle mirror, HWP: half wave plate, QWP:
quarter wave plate, TM: test mass, D: detector. The coe�cient of reflection and transmission of BS1 and BS2 are r1, t1 and
r2, t2 respectively. Power recycle is realized by PRM1 and PRM2 with same reflectivity. QWPs in the two arms are fixed at
⇡/4 and QWP, HWP, PBS2, D1, D2 constitute a polarization analyzer.

Bloch sphere. Note that the order of operation on the sys-
tem and the pointer after weak interaction in fact does
not change the final probability since that the system and
the pointer are two independent degree of freedom.

Weak measurements amplification based gravitational-

wave detector. The Fig. 1 shows the schematic dia-
gram of Weak Measurements Amplification based Laser
Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (WMA-
LIGO). The WMA-LIGO, which operates on a di↵erent
theoretical basis, keeps the key feature of LIGO i.e., two
orthogonal arms . The similar configuration makes the
future possible upgrade on the LIGO is feasible.

The WMA-LIGO consists of five parts i.e., laser source,
initial state preparation, signal collection, signal am-
plification and signal detection. The laser source pro-
duces stabilized photons in the linear polarization state
|+i = (|Hi + |V i)/

p
2. The initial state preparation is

fulfilled by the beam splitter (BS1). The state of pho-
tons, after passing through the BS1, becomes

| iiSP = | iiS ⌦ |+iP = (r1|downi+ t1|upi)⌦ |+iP ,
(12)

where r1, t1 are coe�cients of reflection and transmission
of the BS1 satisfying |r1|2+|t1|2 = 1 and |upi, |downi rep-
resent path state of up arm and down arm respectively.
The photons, which fly along path of up arm, enters a

modified polarizing Michelson interferometer (PMI) that
used for signal collection. The modified PMI, which con-
sists of a polarizing beam splitter (PBS1), two quarter
wave plates (QWP) and four test masses, outputs the
state of photons (|Hi+ ei✓|V i)/

p
2 when the input state

is (|Hi + |V i)/
p
2 with ✓ is the phase signal to be mea-

sured. The function of QWP, which is fixed at ⇡/4, is
to transform polarization state |Hi and |V i into its or-
thogonal state |V i and |Hi respectively when photons
pass through it twice. Hence the transmitted photons
with the state |Hi is converted by QWP to the state
|V i , which is reflected by the PBS1, and the reflected
photons with the state |V i is converted to the state |Hi
by the other QWP and is thus transmitted by the PBS1
such that the photons will not come out from the input
port. The interaction of weak measurements is fulfilled
when photons comes out of PMI with state

| f iSP = r1|downi ⌦ |+i+ t1|upi ⌦ (|Hi+ ei✓|V i)/
p
2.

(13)
The process of signal amplification, which depends on
post-selection, can be fulfilled by the BS2 with coe�-
cients of reflection and transmission are r2 and t2, which
satisfy |r2|2 + |t2|2 = 1. The post-selection is completed
when we focus only on the photons comes out from the

|Hi |V i+ |Hi
|V i

|Hi

|V i
|Hi |V i+

|Hi
|V i

|Hi
|Hi|V i
|V i
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The preselection and the postselection
・The initial state is

・ If GW comes in, the phase between          and         is slightly 
change:

・Finally, we postselect the final states:
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| iiSP = (r1|downi+ t1|upi)⌦ |+i

| f iSP = r1|downi ⌦ |+i+ t1|upi ⌦ (|Hi+ ei✓|V i)

|Hi |V i

| f iS = r2|downi+ t2|upi
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Signal port
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of Weak Measurements Amplification based Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory
(WMA-LIGO). BS: beam splitter, PBS: polarizing beam splitter, PRM: power recycle mirror, HWP: half wave plate, QWP:
quarter wave plate, TM: test mass, D: detector. The coe�cient of reflection and transmission of BS1 and BS2 are r1, t1 and
r2, t2 respectively. Power recycle is realized by PRM1 and PRM2 with same reflectivity. QWPs in the two arms are fixed at
⇡/4 and QWP, HWP, PBS2, D1, D2 constitute a polarization analyzer.

Bloch sphere. Note that the order of operation on the sys-
tem and the pointer after weak interaction in fact does
not change the final probability since that the system and
the pointer are two independent degree of freedom.

Weak measurements amplification based gravitational-

wave detector. The Fig. 1 shows the schematic dia-
gram of Weak Measurements Amplification based Laser
Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (WMA-
LIGO). The WMA-LIGO, which operates on a di↵erent
theoretical basis, keeps the key feature of LIGO i.e., two
orthogonal arms . The similar configuration makes the
future possible upgrade on the LIGO is feasible.

The WMA-LIGO consists of five parts i.e., laser source,
initial state preparation, signal collection, signal am-
plification and signal detection. The laser source pro-
duces stabilized photons in the linear polarization state
|+i = (|Hi + |V i)/

p
2. The initial state preparation is

fulfilled by the beam splitter (BS1). The state of pho-
tons, after passing through the BS1, becomes

| iiSP = | iiS ⌦ |+iP = (r1|downi+ t1|upi)⌦ |+iP ,
(12)

where r1, t1 are coe�cients of reflection and transmission
of the BS1 satisfying |r1|2+|t1|2 = 1 and |upi, |downi rep-
resent path state of up arm and down arm respectively.
The photons, which fly along path of up arm, enters a

modified polarizing Michelson interferometer (PMI) that
used for signal collection. The modified PMI, which con-
sists of a polarizing beam splitter (PBS1), two quarter
wave plates (QWP) and four test masses, outputs the
state of photons (|Hi+ ei✓|V i)/

p
2 when the input state

is (|Hi + |V i)/
p
2 with ✓ is the phase signal to be mea-

sured. The function of QWP, which is fixed at ⇡/4, is
to transform polarization state |Hi and |V i into its or-
thogonal state |V i and |Hi respectively when photons
pass through it twice. Hence the transmitted photons
with the state |Hi is converted by QWP to the state
|V i , which is reflected by the PBS1, and the reflected
photons with the state |V i is converted to the state |Hi
by the other QWP and is thus transmitted by the PBS1
such that the photons will not come out from the input
port. The interaction of weak measurements is fulfilled
when photons comes out of PMI with state

| f iSP = r1|downi ⌦ |+i+ t1|upi ⌦ (|Hi+ ei✓|V i)/
p
2.

(13)
The process of signal amplification, which depends on
post-selection, can be fulfilled by the BS2 with coe�-
cients of reflection and transmission are r2 and t2, which
satisfy |r2|2 + |t2|2 = 1. The post-selection is completed
when we focus only on the photons comes out from the

| f iSP =r1|downi ⌦ |+i
+ t1|upi ⌦ (|Hi+ ei✓|V i)

r1|downi ⌦ |+i

t1|upi ⌦ (|Hi+ ei✓|V i)
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Signal amplification
・This is the same as previous example :

・Then,

・ If we choose                         so as to                                  ,
signal    is much amplified
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✓
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Conclusion
・Using WMA-LIGO, we can amplify the signal by the factor h~103

・Shot noise and radiation pressure noises are treated as usual 
FPMI

・All photons go to the signal port
ØIt means that the MI is at the bright fringe
ØShot noise is worst than ordinary interferometer?

• Quantum measurements theory is difficult
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End
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Setting 
・Suppose the interaction Hamiltonian is

where

・The initial state is

・The final state of the system is
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�̂y = |RihR|� |LihL| =
✓

0 �i
i 0

◆

Ĥ = ↵Â⌦ �̂y ,

Â = |0ih0|� |1ih1| ,

| iiPS = | iiP ⌦ |Hi ,
| iiP = ↵|0i+ �|1i

| f iP = �|0i+ ⌘|1i
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Calculation 
・ If the interaction occurred between small time       ,

the time evolution is :

where
・Then, the final state of the pointer is

if the weak value condition is satisfied.
・After some algebra, we get

if 
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| f iP = e�i✓Â⌦�̂y | ii
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�t

|�f iP = h f | f i ' h f | iie�i✓Aw�̂y |Hi

|�f iP = h f | iie�i✓Aw�̂y
(cos�|Hi+ sin�|V i)

' h f | ii(|Hi+ �|V i)
� = ✓Aw ⌧ 1
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・Using               we can calculate         as follows:
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